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Abstract:  

The FDI policy hasn't offered comfort to foreign investors due to lack of transparency and 

consistency in the policy. Investment decisions are not dependant on whether the sector is under 

automatic approval route, but on clarity of investment rules. For making India the most favoured 

destination for FDI, increment in the investment cap and reduction in existing barriers obviously 

help. But that alone may not be sufficient to convince foreign investors. It remains absolutely 

essential to provide simple and clear rules that make doing business in India an attractive option 

for foreign investors. India’s policymakers would do well to understand the tradeoff that lies 

between a huge bureaucracy regulating capital, and the willingness of foreign investors to invest 

in India. 

The recently announced FDI changes, favourable changes in tax policy and other steps like 

setting up the Cabinet Committee on Investment to clear pending investment proposals, at last 

seem to suggest India is back in business. But the last few years have left deep scars in the minds 

of people. 
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Introduction: 

Foreign direct investment, commonly known as FDI, according to IMF, refers to an investment 

made to acquire lasting or long-term interest in enterprises operating outside of the economy of 

the investor. The investment is direct because the investor, which could be a foreign person, 

company or group of entities, is seeking to control, manage, or have significant influence over 

the foreign enterprise. According to the World Bank foreign direct investments are the net 

inflows of investment to acquire a lasting management interest (10 percent or more of voting 

stock) in an enterprise operating in an economy other than that of the investor. 

Generally speaking FDI refers to capital inflows from abroad that invest in the production 

capacity of the economy and are usually preferred over other forms of external finance because 

they are non debt creating, non- volatile and there return depend upon the performance of the 

project finance by investors. FDI also facilitates international trade and transfer of knowledge, 

skills and technology. 

It is furthermore described as a source of economic development, modernization, and 

employment generation,  whereby the overall benefits (dependant on the policies of the host 

government) triggers technology spill over, assists human capital formation, contributes to 

international trade integration and particularly exports, helps create a more competitive business 

environment, enhances enterprise development, increases total factor productivity and, more 

generally, improves the efficiency of resource use. 
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How FDI is calculated 

Foreign direct investment can be defined, according to national accounting principles, as the net 

investment inflow that is necessary for acquiring long term management interest in an 

organization that is operating in a different country. Long term management interest can be 

calculated as at least 10% of the voting stock of a company. It is the aggregate of equity capital 

and other long term and short term capital that are reflected in the balance of payments. 

There are two major types of FDI – inward FDI and outward FDI. Together these values are used 

to calculate the stock of foreign direct investment and the net FDI inflow. Direct investment, 

however, does not include buying shares. FDI can be cited as an example of international factor 

movement. 

FDI in India 

There is hardly a facet of the Indian psyche that the concept of ‘foreign’ has not permeated. This 

term, connoting modernization, international brands and acquisitions by MNCs in popular 

imagination, has acquired renewed significance after the reforms initiated by the Indian 

Government in 1991. Contrary to the grand narrative ‘opening of flood-gates idea’ of 1991, what 

took place was a gradual process of changes in policies on investment in certain sub-sections of 

the Indian economy. 

The concept of foreign direct investment is now a part of India’s economic future but the term 

remains vague to many, despite the profound effects on the economy. Despite the extensive 

studies on FDI, there has been little illumination forthcoming and it remains a contentious topic. 
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India is the third largest economy of the world in terms of purchasing power parity and is thus a 

popular destination when it comes to FDI. Foreign direct investment in India has grown 

immensely in the last 5 years due to strong support from the Union Government. This growth has 

in turn helped with the progress of the national economy. India has recently liberalized its FDI 

policy and decided to allow 100 percent international investment in the single brand retail 

segment. Reforms to industrial policies have brought about significant reductions to 

requirements regarding to licensing and done away with restrictions related to expansion and 

made it easy to use international technology. 

Foreign investments in India have increased of late but the strict FDI policies have impeded the 

possible growth in this sector. India is however set to become one of the major recipients of FDI 

in the Asia-Pacific region because of the economic reforms for increasing foreign investment and 

the deregulation of this important sector. India has technical expertise and skilled managers and a 

growing middle class market of more than 300 million and this represents an attractive market . 

FDI Inflow 

FDI in India mainly flowed into services sector (with an average share of 41 per cent in the past 

five years) followed by manufacturing (around 23 per cent) and mainly routed through Mauritius 

(with an average share of 43 per cent in the past five years) followed by Singapore (around 11 

per cent). However, the share of services declined over the years from almost 57 per cent in 

2006-07 to about 30 per cent in 2013-14, while the shares of manufacturing, and others‟ largely 

comprising electricity and other power generation‟ increased over the period. Information on the 

recent trends in FDI flows to India show that the moderation in gross equity FDI flows during 
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2013-14 has been mainly driven by sectors such as “construction, real estate and mining‟ and 

services such as “business and financial services‟. Manufacturing, which has been the largest 

recipient of FDI in India, has also witnessed some moderation. 

An analysis of the recent trends in FDI flows at the global level as well as across 

regions/countries suggests that India has generally attracted higher FDI flows in line with its 

domestic economic performance and gradual liberalisation of the FDI policy as part of the 

cautious capital account liberalisation process. Even during the recent global crisis, FDI inflows 

to India did not show as much moderation as was the case at the global level as well as in other 

EMEs. However, when the global FDI flows to EMEs recovered during the period 2010-11, FDI 

flows to India remained sluggish despite relatively better domestic economic performance ahead 

of global recovery. This has raised questions especially in the backdrop of the widening of the 

current account deficit beyond the sustainable level of about 3 per cent. 

 

India Foreign Direct Investment  

Foreign Direct Investment in India increased to 3577 USD Million in September of 2014 from 

2514 USD Million in August of 2014. Foreign Direct Investment in India averaged 1009.21 USD 

Million from 1995 until 2014, reaching an all time high of 5670 USD Million in February of 

2008 and a record low of -60 USD Million in February of 2014. Foreign Direct Investment in 

India is reported by the Reserve Bank of India. 
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Where is India Lacking 

As a growing economy and considering the current account deficit India need to assure that there 

is inflow of capital from all sources possible. A committee headed by Finance Secretary Arvind 

 

 

India Trade  

Last Previous Highest Lowest Unit 

 

Balance of Trade  -13350.00 -14247.42 258.90 -20210.90 USD Million [+]  

Exports  26100.00 28903.28 30541.44 59.01 USD Million [+]  

Imports  39400.00 43150.70 45281.90 117.40 USD Million [+]  

Current Account  -7.80 -1.20 7.36 -31.86 USD Billion [+]  

Current Account to GDP  -1.70 -4.70 1.50 -4.70 percent [+]  

External Debt  440614.00 390048.00 440614.00 75858.00 USD Million [+]  

Terms of Trade  60.20 61.90 100.00 60.20 Index Points [+]  

Foreign Direct Investment  3577.00 2514.00 5670.00 -60.00 USD Million [+]  

Remittances  8812.42 9574.31 10010.16 5999.10 USD Million [+]  

Tourist Arrivals  656000.00 495000.00 800000.00 129286.00 

 

[+]  

Gold Reserves  557.75 557.75 557.75 357.75 Tonnes [+]  

Crude Oil Production  728.00 757.00 813.00 526.00 BBL/D/1K 

[+] 

Source Tradingeconomics .com/ RBI   
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Mayaram has recommended raising the caps in various sectors on foreign direct investment 

(FDI), including in contentious areas such as defence production. 

Despite the change in policy structure and introducing new reforms to boost FDI in India global 

investors are yet to commit any money. Why then is the foreign investor so sceptical about 

India? The limit to few sectors and the falling rupee is surely part of the deal but are these the 

only reasons for the lack of investment flow in India. 

The trouble involved in doing business in India caused by many redundant procedural 

requirements, as highlighted by the facts above, has become quite evident in recent times with 

the delay in retail FDI even after the go-ahead by the government despite widespread opposition 

across the country. This shows quite clearly that increasing the investment cap is not the panacea 

to the country’s FDI woes. For instance, in the case of Swedish furniture company Ikea’s 

proposal to open stores in India, the government pondered for months over whether the company 

should be allowed to open coffee shops in its stores. The same has been the case with other 

potential entrants—such as the super-market giant Tesco, for example—that have been sceptical 

about entering the Indian market due to rules dictating the mandatory investments to be made in 

back-end infrastructure. It is unclear what purpose such mandatory requirements really serve, 

except scaring away investors who would find it infeasible to do business in such an 

environment. 

As statistics suggest the FDI inflow has been falling over the past three years and what has come 

in is being dominated by deals that buy stakes in business that are already up and running rather 

than in new projects. Although we cannot turn down these kind of investment since India needs 
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dollars from all sources to fund its record current deficit but it is also true that FDI in Greenfield 

industrial projects is meagre. 

In the attempt to attract more FDI, increasing the investment cap can obviously help by reducing 

existing barriers. But that alone may not be sufficient to convince foreign investors. It remains 

absolutely essential to provide simple and clear rules that make doing business in India an 

attractive option for foreign investors. India’s policymakers would do well to understand the 

trade-off that lies between a huge bureaucracy regulating capital, and the willingness of foreign 

investors to invest in India. 

Why Need for Change in Reforms 

The FDI policy hasn't offered comfort to foreign investors due to lack of transparency and 

consistency in the policy. Investment decisions are not dependant on whether the sector is under 

automatic approval route, but on clarity of investment rules. Moreover, as these reforms were 

being announced, Posco, the South Korean steel major, packed its bags to leave India, 

withdrawing from a $5.3-billion project after waiting for three years. ArcelorMittal terminated its 

MOU with Odisha for a $12-billion steel plant project after waiting for seven years for projects 

to take off, re-emphasising a dire need for consistency and stability of investment policies. 

Further, adverse tax policy has been one of the most significant factors that have spooked foreign 

investors. They continue to be uncertain about India's stand on many significant issues. 

As the companies started to exit India felt the urgency to bring a change in FDI reform. In a bid 

to boost foreign investment, the UPA Government hiked limits and relaxed rules for Foreign 

Direct Investment in key sectors including defence, telecom, insurance, commodity exchanges 
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and power exchanges. In telecom, the FDI limit has been increased from 74 per cent to 100 per 

cent under the Foreign Investment Promotion Board (FIPB) route. 

In petroleum and natural gas refining, commodity exchanges, power exchanges, stock exchanges 

and depositories, the cap has gone up to 49 per cent under the automatic route, or Asset 

Reconstruction Companies, the 49 per cent cap has been brought under the automatic route and 

from 49 per cent to 100 per cent under the FIPB route. For credit information companies, the cap 

under automatic route has been hiked to 74 per cent. 

Recent actions on transfer pricing adjustments on capital inflows by foreign holding companies 

in their Indian subsidiaries don't help the FDI cause. Thus, the recently announced FDI changes, 

favourable changes in tax policy and other steps like setting up the Cabinet Committee on 

Investment to clear pending investment proposals, at last seem to suggest India is back in 

business. But the last few years have left deep scars in the minds of people. 

FDI OR FII: Which is Better for India’s Health 

Foreign institutional investors (FIIs) are those institutional investors which invest in the assets 

belonging to a different country other than that where these organizations are based. They play a 

very important role in any economy. These are big companies such as investment banks, mutual 

funds etc, who invest considerable amount of money in the Indian markets. With the buying of 

securities by these big players, markets trend to move upward and vice-versa. They exert strong 

influence on the total inflows coming into the economy. 
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FII may bring in hot money but over dependency on external investors is not what India need for 

the movement. Betting high on India’s reform initiatives, foreign investors had pumped in more 

than Rs.9,000 crore (about $1.67 billion) in the country’s equity market but considering the 

environment, the external investors are quite fickle. Depending upon the current economic 

scenario, FDI will be a safest bet for India. FDI will bring in long term investment which is much 

safer than FII. The government has taken a number of reform initiatives to extant and open up 

more for FDI. 

What Next in FDI 

Government is betting on FDI boost to bridge current account deficit, with a big jump in last 

quarter the government is counting on some big tickets and acquisition to keep the dollars 

flowing as it tries to rein in CAD. 

Etihad Airways' acquisition of a substantial stake in Jet Airways, preferential offer by Yes Bank 

to foreign investors and Mylan Inc's acquisition of Agila Specialities are some of the big tickets 

that can bring in FDI of $ 4-5 billion approx. Baring Private Equity Asia's offer to buy a 

controlling stake in software services company Hexaware Technologies could bring in $465 

million (about Rs 2,976 crore) soon, while Swedish single-brand retailer Ikea will start bringing 

its proposed Rs.10,000-crore investment into the country soon. 

Air Asia, which has got permission to set up a domestic airline in the country along with Tatas, is 

also expected to start bringing in funds sometimes during the year after it gets all requisite 

permissions from the aviation ministry and the Directorate General of Civil Aviation. In fact, 

after the stake increase by Unilever in its Indian subsidiary Hindustan Unilever, there is 
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expectation that many other multinationals may also come forward and increase stakes in their 

Indian units by buying their beaten down shares, and in the process boosting FDI flow into the 

country. 

Conclusion 

According to UNCTAD India today is one of the most attractive destinations for foreign direct 

investment. India today has one of the largest markets. Though growth slowed down it is still 

growing at 5 per cent. A UN Economist said that India's prospects are very encouraging and 

positive. Investor confidence approach is very robust in India. It is expected to see 15 per cent 

increase in FDI in 2015-16. Talented manpower, favourable demographic location, service 

industry and now with new sectors opening such as retail and aviation had made India a 

favourable option for FDI. 

Given the international experience, it is argued that FDI in retail would help in reaping the 

benefits of organised supply chains and reduction in wastage in terms of better prices to both 

farmers and consumers. The main apprehensions in India, however, are that FDI in retail would 

expose the domestic retailers – especially the small family managed outlets - to unfair 

competition and thereby eventually leading to large-scale exit of domestic retailers and hence 

significant job losses. A balanced and objective view needs to be taken in this regard. Another 

important sector is the generation, transmission and distribution of electricity produced in atomic 

power, where FDI is not permitted at present, may merit a revisit. In this context, it may be noted 

that electricity distribution services is a preferred sector for FDI. According to UNCTAD four 

out of top ten cross-border deals during 2014 were in this segment, which led to increase in FDI 
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in this sector even in the face of decline in overall FDI. Similarly, the demands for raising the 

present FDI limits of 26 per cent in the insurance sector may be reviewed taking into account the 

changing demographic patterns as well as the role of insurance companies in supplying the 

required long term finance in the economy. 
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